
Benefits:
  No drilling (aircrete only)
  No need for plugs and screws
  Quick and easy installation
   Unlike a nail, rotates whilst being driven in, 

 eliminating the risk of splitting timber
  Unique one-piece stress free fixing
   Designed to prevent bending during installation
  High performance
   Practical alternative to conventional fixings
  Takes half the time to install compared to 

 conventional fixings 
  8.8 High Tensile Steel, Zinc Plated and 

 Passivated

Applications:
   For securing timber battens, frames and wall 

plates to aircrete, bricks and blocks

Range: SureTwist PZ Steel TC8
8 x 75mm suitable for up to 25mm thick timber
8 x 100mm suitable for up to 38mm thick timber
8 x 125mm suitable for up to 50mm thick timber
8 x 150mm suitable for up to 75mm thick timber

1. Put the setting tool into the 
chuck of any SDS hammer drill 
power tool.

2. Position the Airtwist fixing 
into the end of the installation 
tool.

3. Using the power tool on rotary 
hammer setting, drive the fixing 
home until the installation tool 
sits firmly against the surface of 
the timber.

The unique Airtwist installation tool allows a quick, 
tidy and discrete method of installation that is 
unrivalled in speed and performance.
The Airtwist cyclonic nails are suitable for use as 
both hammer and frame type fixings that work 
exceptionally well in aircrete as well as other 
substrates.
Once installed, the fixing sits below the surface of 
the timber, easy to cover with filler or cap.Installation procedure

*  Please note that hard woods and harder substrates may require a suitable pilot hole.

PATENT PENDING

Please always wear the appropriate safety and protective clothing when installing fixing and anchor products. Always observe the necessary Health & Safety guidelines.
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THE AIRTWIST TC8 TIMBER BATTEN FIXING
A power driven fixing for securing all timber to various substrates.


